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1. Is it a requirement to use space syntax program?
- No, entrants don't have to use space syntax program. Through this competition,
entrants can explore their design ideas and understand potential effects of their proposals,
possibly using any kind of spatial analysis as a design methodology.
2. What does it mean by spatial analysis?
- Spatial analysis includes topological, geometric, or geographic analysis on the site such
as space syntax or other methodologies. It can be represented by a variety of diagrams
for the analysis on the site, context, or design proposal.
3. How does the evaluation process proceed?
- The evaluation process of competition will proceed in 2 rounds. After the evaluation for
the 1st round in July, the final list and the list of "accepted" will be announced on
August 2, 2013. 10 teams on the final list above "accepted" will submit their projects for
the 2nd round by October 11, 2013. The evaluation for the 2nd round will be conducted
through open presentation on October 31, 2013.
4. Is there maximum resolution of the 1st round submission panel?
- No, there is no max. resolution, but there is max. file size of 30MB.
5. What will be the detailed composition of the jury?
- It will be announced soon. The jury will be composed of various experts like professor,
architect, urban designer, and landscape architect,
6. Is it possible for graguate students to participate?
- Yes. All team members should be registered students at the submission deadline
for the 1st round (July 5, 2013). The entrants will be required to submit a student
identification card and a certificate of registration at the 1st round submission (July 5,
2013).
e.g.
August 2013 graduates can participate.
February 2013 graduates cannot participate.
Graduate admissions candidates in September who graduated in February 2013
cannot participate.

7. When will the autocad file of the competition site be provided?
A registered competitor may download the autocad file of the competition site from
the website with a personal ID and password since March 25, 2013.
8. What is the relationship between the space syntax symposium and this competition?
-They are separate events. Just they are held at the same time, and the organizing
committee of the symposium and the competition are same.
9. Is it possible to change team members after registration?
-It will be possible to change team members through the website from June 24 to
July 3, 2013 before the 1st round submission. However, the team leader cannot be
changed, so the team leader should be chosen carefully.

